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2024 Birth Healing Summit




Pregnancy and Labor Edition




APRIL 8TH – 19TH




Celebrating our 10th Season | 20+ Speakers | Practice Changing Education | Tons of Free Gifts




GET YOUR PASS TODAY!












Are you ready to get incredible results?
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Grow Your Passion and Purpose
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Get better results
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 Heal Clients More Fully













The Institute for Birth Healing will help you as a Pelvic Health Therapist or Birth Professional to increase the success of your treatments and create results that will astound you and your pregnant and postpartum clients. Learn why more and more students find increased passion and fulfillment in their careers after taking one of our courses.









Improve your Clinical Outcomes TODAY:




	For Pelvic Health Therapists (including Physical Therapists, Occupational Therapists, Chiropractors, and Bodyworkers)
	For Birth Professional (including Doulas, Midwives, and OBGYNs)
	Build knowledge and skills to address the core issues of your pregnant and postpartum clients
	Learn to listen to the body and trust in your hands to provide effective treatments
	Get to the root cause of your client’s complaints to create lasting results
	Identify and nurture your clinical decision-making 
	Help your clients heal more fully in less time
	Find greater purpose and passion in your career and, dare we say, life






Yes, I want to get incredible results!




VIEW PROFESSIONAL COURSES

























Join the Birth Healing Community 




Get the most recent blogs, podcasts, course offerings, exclusive sales, and more! 





JOIN NOW



















Birth Healing Education
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Live Courses




Explore Courses




	Hands-on education
	Small class sizes
	Low student to teacher ratio
	Individual attention
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Online Courses




Explore Courses




	In-depth education for all skill levels
	Treatment and assessment focused
	Labs with multi-camera angles
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Free Courses




EXPLORE COURSES




	Real information to help your clients
	Get a feel for Lynn’s teaching style
	Improve your assessments
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IBH Intensive




LEARN MORE




	Deep dive into personal healing
	9-month coaching program
	Revitalize your life and your practice 


















Birth Healing Resources
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Birth Healing Summit




CHECK OUT THE 
SUMMIT
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Birth Healing Podcast




LISTEN TO THE
PODCAST
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Birth Healing  Blog




READ THE
 BLOG
















High Praise for IBH Courses





“Loved every moment of this course. Lynn made it so informative and easy to understand that I’m really sad to be finished. I have a whole new understanding of how the body works and how I can listen and assess what needs to be done. One of the best courses I’ve done.”


Janice B., Physical Therapist







“I didn’t know what to expect when I signed up for an online course that was heavily focused on manual techniques; however, Lynn did not disappoint! It was amazing. Her descriptions, demonstrations, and use of repetition made me feel like I was right there in the room with her, and I am confident heading into the clinic to try these techniques.”


Brooke R., Physical Therapist







“Thank you very much. I am a slow learner, but I am so enjoying these units. I use your techniques in my practice and it is just incredible no back pain, no SI pain… Women are just going “oh”. It is very comfortable for them. Thank you, Lynn, you are amazing.”


Yana G., Physical Therapist







“The Birth Healing Intensive put all the puzzle pieces together, making me feel confident in knowing how to help my clients more effectively and in less time. My client referrals exploded with women asking to have the incredible results their friends had experienced working with me.”


Landy Peek, Occupational Therapist







“Amazing skill set to learn for all physical therapists whether treating postpartum or for women who had babies many years ago.”


Cara H., Physical Therapist







“Wow! Before I took this course, I had NO IDEA that these bones are designed move like this!! I am absolutely fascinated. You were clear, direct, and to the point, in your teaching without cutting corners. So many free courses really just end up being advertising for paid programs with no real information given, but that is not true here. Thank you again!!”


Debbie A., Physical Therapist







“So many other courses do not consider all the structures together, and I love the way Lynn connects the tissues together to make the techniques talk to all the structures at one time. Thank you for combining so many structures with energy flow to really connect the dots for treatment. I have tried some of these on myself and all kinds of clients, and my practice will be forever changed.”


Stephanie C., Massage Therapist







“Great course! Looking forward to practice practice practice on real clients 🙂 The course really helped me to get to know the pelvis in a whole new way. Lynn also has such a warm loving teaching style. Thank you so much!”


Ingela N., Physical Therapist







“I started using this information immediately for a client. It is her 5th pregnancy and so there is limited flow of energy, the pelvis was still birthing and ischium splay. After helping the bones align the energy work has really been the most impactful part. Restoring the flow of energy so she can connect to her body and the baby has been the key.”


Maryjean S., Physical Therapist







“I’m always looking to increase my knowledge in this field. This is by far one of the best courses I have taken. You have been blessed with an amazing gift. Thank you for sharing your knowledge and wisdom. You can feel the love of your work in your teaching.”


Kenia M., Postpartum Specialist







“This course made me feel more confident when treating postpartum women. I feel that my mobilizations/releases have improved immensely. “


Rebecca S., Physical Therapist







“This course has given me an entirely new respect and operating paradigm for working with clients. It is profound yet simple and I have seen it change lives already.”


Meagan G., Physical Therapist







“I had the most AMAZING work day today, and I am so grateful! I used the techniques we learned in the course on everyone and I used something different for each client, based on how they were presenting. Every client walked out with that mind blown emoji look – probably mirroring my own! I can’t thank you enough. It all makes sense. The body knows what it needs. Thank you for teaching me how to listen.”


Deborah D., Physical Therapist




















Our Core Values






Respect the Tissues
Listening to the body allows you to create a safe and healing experience for your clients











Create No Pain
Pain is the body’s response when something is not ok – get to the root cause instead of forcing a release











Listen to the Body
Tuning into the body and your hands will help you interpret what the body is telling you











Trust Your Intuition
Working in a way that honors what you know will help you connect more deeply improving clinical outcomes











Get Out of Your Head
Trusting what you feel in your hands and not overthinking will help you find the source of client pain











Do What Makes Sense
Stay at the top of your game with evidence informed treatments that work and get incredible results













Igniting A Movement | A Message from Lynn Schulte











#birthhealingmovement












Learn More













After working with thousands of postpartum  clients over the years, I have found that the body doesn’t always return to its optimal position after birth. The pelvis can remain in what I call an “Open Birthing Pattern”. When this pattern is treated, and the bones are brought back together, moms’ pain disappears, they feel more stable and grounded in their bodies, and they realize that they are NOT broken.




I have made it my life’s work to help moms heal completely after birth by providing education and training that is based in evidence informed treatment and biological plausibility. This education will empower all pelvic health practitioners to know what to look for and how to treat moms so they get back to feeling like themselves again. Please join me in the movement to ensure that moms get the care they desperately need and deserve 




Lynn Schulte, Institute for Birth Healing Founder










Birth Healing Podcasts and Blogs
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Holly Tanner | Supportive Journey

Learn More Holly Tanner | Supportive Journey
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Lynn Schulte | Lynn’s Favorites

Learn More Lynn Schulte | Lynn’s Favorites
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Taryn Hallam | POP Research

Learn More Taryn Hallam | POP Research






[image: Fighting Fairly]


Antony Lo | Fighting Fairly

Learn More Antony Lo | Fighting Fairly






[image: Supporting-Pregnant-Clients-As-Pelvic-Health-Practitioners]


Case Study: What We Can Do To Support Pregnant Clients

Learn More Case Study: What We Can Do To Support Pregnant Clients






[image: Treating After Cancer]


Michelle Lyons | Treating After Cancer

Learn More Michelle Lyons | Treating After Cancer






[image: 4 Contractions of Labor]


Gabrielle Brennan | 4 Contractions of Labor

Learn More Gabrielle Brennan | 4 Contractions of Labor
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Case Study: Preparing the Pregnant Body for Birth

Learn More Case Study: Preparing the Pregnant Body for Birth
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Lynn Schulte | Doing Intravaginal Work

Learn More Lynn Schulte | Doing Intravaginal Work
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Lynn Schulte | The Schulte Hold

Learn More Lynn Schulte | The Schulte Hold






[image: Internal Pelvic Floor Treatment Course]


Ask Lynn: Who is the Internal Pelvic Floor Course for?

Learn More Ask Lynn: Who is the Internal Pelvic Floor Course for?
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3 Guiding Principles to Successful Intravaginal Work

Learn More 3 Guiding Principles to Successful Intravaginal Work


















View All Podcasts and Blogs




Join the Birth Healing Community








News and education to elevate your practice and improve your clinical outcomes! Get the latest podcasts, blogs, summit details, specials and more directly to your inbox. Enter your details below to join the IBH Community.




                    Join Our NewsletterFirst Name



Last Name





Email


Profession
– Select –
Physical Therapist
Occupational Therapist
Massage Therapist
Midwife
Doula
Bodyworker
Fitness/Movement Instructor
Other







JOIN NOW




        
        













	



			

					
			



	

	
	
		
	
				
			
									
						
	
		
	Facebook
	Instagram
	YouTube
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